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Imagine, if you will, as a young
person you grew up admiring the
latest car your family owned. It was
full of great aids to travel, aircon,
satnav, adjustable electric seats,
great safety features, parking
assistance, in fact just about
everything you could think of to
make travel not just bearable, but a
real pleasure!
Best of all, It was electric powered,
so ecologically friendly! (I know, but
bear with me!)
So, eventually you went to college
and maybe university, and your
family were in the fortunate position
to be able to afford to give you a
wonderful gift! The latest version of
the family automobile!
What a dream come true!
But! Hold on! The car arrives and
from the outside looks exactly like
the real deal. Gleaming in the sun.
However, on the inside and under
the hood it is almost completely
different!
The aircon is gone, as is the satellite
navigation system! The seats are
only manually adjustable, instead of
Satellite radio you find an ancient 8
track tape player and crummy AM
radio! What’s more they have stuck
you with a diesel-guzzling motor!
My guess is you would be a little
disappointed - right?
Of course you would! In fact, that
desirable, efficient and effective
automobile,has been mutilated!
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You know that just about
everything that made that car
a thing of both desire and
function has been stripped
away! Yes - it may well now be
adorned with ‘Go Faster’ stripes and
a rear spoiler, but in fact it is nothing
like as useable or desirable as the
original.
It has indeed been mutilated! In just
the same way - Karate - Initially, a
powerful and extremely effective
system of armed and empty-hand
defense - has been systematically
denuded of the vast majority of both
its defensive techniques and practise
in the use of the weapons used to
deliver them. The ‘Toolboxes’
containing this knowledge are now
considered as methods to develop
beautiful performance and are
judged mainly on their ritualistic
display rather then their combat
effectiveness. The triumph of
Ritual over Reality!
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the concentration is on winning
sport contests instead! Without the
inclusion of the standing and
ground-fighting aspects, Sport JuJutsu is throwing the original fully
complete fighting art of Brazilian JuJutsu - in his words - “Into the
abyss!”
He condemns this modern form as:
‘Mutilated Ju-Jutsu.’
‘There is only Gracie Jiu-Jitsu
and it makes me very upset to
see that nobody has been
teaching it correctly for
decades. It makes me even
more upset to see people that
come from Brazil on a low level
belt and change it for a higher
level one (most commonly a
blue belt puts a black belt)
when they arrive in the United
States. By doing this, they‘ve
been fooling the American

The vast majority of
participants have never
practised jabbing to the eyes,
head-butting, joint twisting,
throwing the oppent hard into
the ground, attacking the
vulnerable areas of the body
and so on. Why not? Because
if they applied any of them in
competition they would be
disqualified immediately!
The problem is not, however,
confined only to Karate and
Judo! Reylson Gracie of the
famous Brazilian Ju-Jutsu
family is also on record as
condemning modern Sport Ju-Jutsu
for being promoted to students as a
self-defense system, whereas in fact
- just like Sport Karate an Judo - the
majority of essential self-defense
techniques are simply not taught, as

people for too long, teaching a
mutilated set of techniques
which does not amount for
even 30% of the whole. By
spreading this “snake without
head” Jiu-Jitsu, they are killing
martial arts.’
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Take a look at the following photographs.
At first glance they seem to be very familiar to all Karate-ka.

But look again! All are from Judo - Yes, Judo - the Kime no Kata developed by the Kodokan around the
year 1888 in recognition of the huge damage done in the formulation of the sport form of an original
martial art, which they recognized has stripped away so much of its defensive heritage and value!

Classic Oi-Tsuki stepping punch - Karate? NO

Classic Ura-Ken strike - Karate? NO

Classic Bunkai from Chinte Kata
- Karate? NO

Classic Fumi-Komi stamping Kick -Karate? NO

Upper-cut punch - turn and X-Block as the Heian Kata - as taught in Karate? NO

Attempts by the Kodokan to redress the damage to Judo as an
effective fighting art by reintroducing striking,and kicking waza!
Defensive counter from Tekki Kata Karate? NO
All the above are from the Judo Kata formulated as a response to
counter the damage done in creating the sport form. Has it
worked…. NO! Hardly anyone practices or even knows this!

Exciting news!
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Just a few of the Books and DVDs
by sensei Vince available on the

See FREE PROMOs of the
DVDS on Youtube - Go to
KISSAKIKAI and check them
out .

Website:
www.kissakikarate.com/shop.htm

This DVD will make you re-evaluate the
Importance of this seminal Kata!
Make it work for you!

www.kissakikarate.com/shop.
For years Kissaki-Kai offered an
On-line, Distance-learning Website
which, for a small sum, gave members
monthly downloads of video training in
all elements and levels of the basics
which comprise the system.
Each session concentrated on some of
the elements which make Kissaki-Kai
special, going more deeply into exactly
how to make the techniques work for
you!
This is invaluable to all who want to
master Kissaki-Kai, but who do not live
near a Kissaki Dojo!

Special NEW LOWER PRICES
and BARGAIN BUNDLES Check them out! You can also see
many Promo videos on the

Kissakikai Youtube Site.
Also FREE One Minute Dojo episodes on www.kissakiusa.com

Available NOW as USBs!

Keep safe in this Covid crisis! It won’t last forever so stay fit and ready to train
together again. Meanwhile - time to study and learn from Books and Videos.

Support Kissaki-Kai
24 tracks of music by
sensei Vince - 10 Euros
+ post.
www.kissakikarate.com/shop

VINCE
Music CD

Your Cheating Heart
Blueberry Hill
Young Dreams
When it Rains
You win again
Walk you Home
Tomorrow Night
Teddy Bear
So lonesome I could cry
I was the One
Mess of Blues
Make it thru the night
Love me Tender - new version
Lonely Man
That's all right Momma
Doncha think its Time
Blue Monday
Loving You - original version
Loving You - new version
Steamroller Blues
This Love of Mine
I need you so
The Best I Can

MORRIS

